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GOVERNMENT REPORT ON THE SUNSET-MIDWAY OIL DIS-
TRICT OF CALIFORNIA.

The immense growth in the world demand for petroleum and its prod-
ucts is taxing to the uttermost the capacity of the known oil fields and
stimulating the search for new ones. The study of the producing fields
is being carried on more and more intensively, not only to learn what con-
tributions may be expected from such new fields as may be found but to
maintain the declining production of the old fields and to squeeze the
last profitable drop from them.
The work of finding petroleum and of producing it is becoming less

and less "a gamble" and more and more an exact science. Geologic work
is not only essential to the discovery of new fields but can be profitably
continued to direct exploration and production in old fields. For the lack
of geologic work different producing beds reached by different wells have
been confused dnring the early life of a field, and the possible sources of
water trouble have been overlooked.
Men ’who might have been millionaires have been made practically

per^ailess because they abandoned a well too soon through ignorance or
xilisconception of the true number and position of the oil-bearing beds, and
companies well on the road to success have suffered serious reverses by
useless expenditure incurred in drilling wells where there was practically
no chance of striking oil, and by deepening holes that had already passed
through all the possible oil-bearing beds. Entire fields have been aban-
doned, or almost abandoned, only to be reopened when applied science
or random drilling revealed the existence of oil sands below the old "pay."
Other fields have been lost through water trouble due to carelessness,
lack of experience, or ignorance of the true source of the trouble and how
to prevent it.�[U. S. Geological Survey.

DR. IRVING LANGMUIR RECEIVES NICHOLS MEDAL.
The William H. Nichols Gold Medal presented annually by the New

York Section for the best original paper printed in the publications of the
American Chemical Society was conferred for 1919 last evening (Friday,
March 5) upon Dr. Irving Langmuir, a noted physical chemist connected
with the General Electric Company, of Schenectady, New York, for his
paper entitled, ^The Arrangement of Electrons in Atoms and Mole-
cules.?? The subject is of far reaching importance on account of the
belief m scientific circles that the world is on the verge of discovering
methods for utilizing the force pent up in the atom along the lines sug-
gested by Sir Oliver Lodge, Sir Ernest Rutherford and other distinguished
physicists. The conferring of the award took place in Rumford Hall,
50 East 41st^Street, at the monthly meeting of the New York Section,
the speech of presentation being made by Dr. Nichols, former president
of the Society and donor of the medal. , After the acceptance Dr. Lang-
mauir delivered an address entitled, "Octek Theory of Valence."
The jury in reporting its decision stated that, in view of the award of

the same honor to Dr. Langmuir in 1915, it took special pleasure in thus.
again giving recognition to his continued valuable services to chemical
science.

Dr. Langmuir was born in Brooklyn in 1881. He was graduated as a
metallurgical engineer from Columbia University in 1903 and three years
later received his doctors degree from the University of Gottingen. He
was for several-years an instructor in chemistry in the Stevens Institute of
Technology, Hoboken. He has done much research work in gas reactions,
water vapors, iron pipe corrosions, and more recently m the application
of tungsten to the manufacture of electric lamps.


